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ABSTRACT
In SPECT, data acquisition occurs over a relatively long
time. During the whole acquisition time the patient must
lie still, which is very difficult. Therefore, patient
movement is frequently reported in clinical applications.
These movements cause misalignment of the projection
frames and may introduce artifacts. To overcome this,
motion detection and correction techniques are applied to
improve image quality. In this work, we have reviewed the
detection methods for the SPECT motion. Motion
detection methods are classified into two categories. These
are either external or internal base motion detection.
External motion detection are based on hardware using
external device which also independently corrects artifacts
due to motion. Motion detection data information is
separate from the actual image data. Internal motion
detection occurs from software or algorithm base using the
measured data itself to detect motion. Both external and
internal base methods are effective for motion detection in
SPECT.
Key words: Motion detection, Motion tracking system,
Image reprojection.

INTRODUCTION
Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography
(SPECT) is one of the major nuclear medicine
imaging modality used for diagnostic imaging of
different organs of human body assessing
physiological
function.
A
short-lived
radiopharmaceutical is injected into the patient body
and a series of two dimensional (2D) images of
radionuclide distribution are collected using the
rotating gamma camera. These data are then
reconstructed for three dimensional (3D)
distribution of radioactivity to produce a stack of
transverse slices of the organ. Patient movement
during the acquisition time is a well-known cause of
artifacts in reconstructed SPECT data. The data
acquisition occurs over a relatively long time,
typically in the range of 5-30 minutes. The
movements cause misalignment of the projection

frames, which degrades the reconstructed image and
may introduce artifacts. These motion artifacts may
significantly affect the diagnostic accuracy.
Fundamentally, motion correction is the task of
obtaining consistent projection data from the
acquisition. When motion occurs between discrete
acquired projections, consistency is lost and errors
will be generated to the reconstructed estimate.
Therefore, the motion detection and correction of
patients in tomography images is very much
essential for accurate diagnosis.
Mainly there are two steps in any method for
solving the motion problem in SPECT imaging. The
first step is motion detection, which estimates the
motion of the study, and the second step is motion
correction where information from the detection
step is applied to compensate for motion and
produce a more consistent set of data. Detection and
correction are done separately, though most of the
authors express the methodologies of detection and
correction together when they present a motion
correction approach because in many cases,
techniques for detection and correction are
interrelated.
A number of methods have been developed for
solving the motion problem in SPECT. This paper
is attempting to broadly categorized the detection
methods for the different types of patient motion.
Patient motion can be classified in various
categories such as rigid body and non-rigid motion.
Respiratory motion with associated movement of
other organs and diaphragm, cardiac creep and
abdominal motions are all examples of non-rigid
motions, which arise during imaging. Other type of
motion is expressed as vibration motion such as
head motion, which is induced by cardiac, or
respiratory motion, coughing, sneezing, pain
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reflexes, tremor, and other movement disorders and
slow rotational and translational drifting motion.
MOTION DETECTION METHODS
Motion detection techniques are classified into two
categories. These are either external or internal base
motion detection. External motion detection are
based on hardware such as optical camera with
reflective marker, mechanical tracking arm or any
external device used for detection which also an
independent measurement of the motion. Motion
detection data information is separate from the
actual image data. Internal motion correction occurs
from software such as data base techniques using
the measured data itself to detect motion.
HARDWARE BASE OR EXTERNAL MOTION
DETECTION
A flexible multicamera visual-tracking system was
used for detecting motion in cardiac SPECT slices
by Joseph E. McNamara et al. (1). The authors
investigated the Vicon MX visual-tracking system
(VTS), which utilizes near-infrared (NIR) cameras
to stereo-image small retroreflective markers on
stretchy bands wrapped about the chest and
abdomen of patients during cardiac SPECT. The
chest markers were used to provide an estimate of
the rigid-body (RB) motion of the heart and the
abdomen markers were used to provide a signal as
part of correction of respiratory motion of the heart.
The whole system automatically adapts marker
tracking to employ all of the cameras visualizing a
marker at any instant. Linna Ma et al. also proposed
a method based on visual tracking-system (VTS) to
compensate for the patient motion during data
acquisition (2). Michael A. Gennert et al.
investigated another approach based on optical
tracking of the patient using a pair of web cameras
to acquire stereo images to detect motion (3). The
stereo images were analyzed by a Visual Tracking
System (VTS) that detects changes in the stereo
images over time to track locations on the patient
surface.
R. Beach et al. (4) implemented a Neural Network
(NN) approach to decompose monitored patient
motion data, gathered during cardiac SPECT
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imaging using the Polaris stereo-IR real-time
motion-tracking system. In this method, successful
decomposition of Polaris motion data into rigid
body motion (RBM) and respiratory motion (RM)
was shown. Patient motion was investigated using
the Polaris motion-tracking system in cardiac
SPECT imaging by R. Beach et al. (5). This system
used passive infrared reflection from small spheres
to provide real-time position data. The Polaris
system viewed through the SPECT gantry toward
the patient’s head.
Joyeeta Mitra Mukherjee et al. (6) estimated rigidbody and respiratory motion of the heart from
marker-tracking data for SPECT motion correction.
The author investigated a technique of obtaining
patient motion estimates from retro-reflective
markers on stretchy bands wrapped around the chest
and abdomen of patients being imaged clinically.
Motion signals obtained from the markers consist of
at least two components, body motion (BM) and
respiratory motion. They developed a method for
separating these components from the motiontracking data of each marker using Vicon visual
tracking system (VTS), and then report a method for
combining the BM estimated from chest markers to
estimate the 6- degree-of-freedom (6-DOF) rigidbody motion (RBM) of the heart. Joyeeta Mitra
Mukherjee et al. (7) also investigated the patient
motion with a visual tracking system (VTS) for
investigating the extent, time, and frequency of
respiratory and rigid-body motion in cardiac study.
It was also determined whether the motion occurred
gradually or in sudden jumps, whether it was
sustained, and if it occurred along one or more axes
predominantly. The differences in respiratory and
body motion (BM) was also studied. During
imaging, the patients have stretchy belts wrapped
similar to their previous work by using the cameras
of the Vicon VTS.
S. S. Gleason et al. (8) have developed an optical
landmark-based pose measurement and tracking
system to provide 3D animal position data for a
SPECT imaging system for laboratory animals. The
tracking system employed infrared (IR) markers
placed on the animal’s head along with strobed IR
LEDs to illuminate the reflectors and a stereo
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CMOS camera system acquires images of the
markers through a transparent enclosure.

performed using the motion data provided by the
tracker.

Ahmad Bitarafan et. al. (9) have proposed a new
approach for the tracking of respiratory motion and
the correction of unwanted respiratory motion by
the use of respiratory-cardiac gated-SPECT (RCGSPECT). The authors used a respiratory phantom
and a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera for the
evaluation of respiratory phase and amplitude for
the validation of the respiratory tracking system.
One CCD camera was installed on one end of the
SPECT table and the respiratory phantom was
placed on the other end, opposing the infrared
camera. A marker block was placed on the phantom
and patient motion was tracked using a reflected
infrared signal from the CCD camera.

DATA BASED OR INTERNAL MOTION
DETECTION

Philippe P. Bruyant et. al.(10) devised a robust
method of tracking patient motion with a visual
tracking system (VTS) that provides the estimation
of motion. Highly retroreflective spheres were
clipped on a garment made of black stretchable
fabric. This garment was placed around the chest
and the spheres 3-D motion is tracked by stereo
techniques. The computer stored the JPEG files
generated by optical cameras with synchronization
to the SPECT system. Olesen OV et al developed an
approach for Motion tracking in medical imaging
with a nonvisible structured light tracking method.
In the study, the authors measured patient
movement through projecting light on patient’s face
and recording the formed pattern by a camera
without attaching any motion detectors on the
patient’s head.
RR Fulton (11,12) developed a detection method
which incorporates a motion tracking system to
monitor the position and orientation of the patient’s
head during acquisition. Correction was achieved by
spatially repositioning projections according to
measured head movements and reconstructing these
projections with a fully three-dimensional (3D)
algorithm. This method has been evaluated in
SPECT studies of the Hoffman 3D brain phantom
performed on a triple head camera with fan beam
collimation. Movements were applied to the
phantom and recorded by a head tracker during
SPECT acquisition. Fully 3D reconstruction was
56

Cross-Correlation Techniques
Many authors used cross-correlation method to
detect patient motion in projection space.
Saeed Sarkar et. al. (13) developed a
linogram/sinogram cross-correlation method for
motion detection and correction in planar and
SPECT imaging. In this work, a correlation function
based on linograms and sinograms of the projection
data was introduced to estimate and compensate for
the patient motion. Parabolic fitting of the peak of
the correlation function was utilized to improve in
the motion-estimation task.
Russell D. Folks et al. (14) has developed an
automated patient motion detection method in
dynamic renal scintigraphy using cross-correlation
method. The motion detection used linear crosscorrelation and applied an algorithm that
characterizes the difference between mathematic
functions. R.L. Eisner et. al. (15) used the crosscorrelation function to detect patient motion in
SPECT imaging. This method used frame-to-frame
cross-correlation functions of the summed profiles
in the vertical and horizontal directions of the planar
images. Pixel shifts between two adjacent frames
were determined by performing parabolic fits to the
peak of the frame-to-frame correlation functions
and the two neighboring points.
Michael K. O'Connor et. al. (16) compared four
motion correction techniques in SPECT imaging of
the heart using a cardiac phantom. One of the
techniques, the cross-correlation method, developed
by R.L. Eisner et. al. (15) was used again by the
authors and compared with other techniques for
motion detection in SPECT imaging.
W.D. Leslie et al. (17) also compared different
types of motion correction algorithms for cardiac
SPECT. In this work the authors also compared the
cross-correlation method which was developed by
R.L. Eisner et al. (15) with other techniques for
motion detection in SPECT imaging. The authors
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also used a marker and then motion histogram was
derived from the marker image data using cross
correlation technique.
Pellot-Barakat C (18) investigated the motion
detection in triple scan SPECT imaging. This
protocol performed the acquisition of three full sets
of SPECT data which can be adequately combined
in order to reconstitute a motion-free set of
projection data. Cross-correlation of the projection
sets as a function of angle was used for motion
detection. Another process was dual scan protocol
which produced motion corrected projections and
was used in conjunction with reconstruction method
(19).
R. Eisner et. al. (20) analyzed a quantitative study
of the Tomographic Thallium-201 myocardial
bullseye display correcting for patient motion. The
motion quantitation and correction technique was
based upon a cross-correlation algorithm which was
developed by the authors earlier (R.L. Eisner et. al.
1987) to detect patient motion during a tomographic
scan. The authors used the algorithm to analyze
only sudden and vertical (axial) motion.
Centre of mass techniques
William J. Geckle et al. (21) investigated correction
of patient and organ movement in exercise thallium
- 201 cardiac imaging with SPECT. The authors
described a technique for correction of artifact in
exercise Tl-201 single photon emission computed
tomography (SPECT) images arising from abrupt or
gradual translational movement of the heart during
acquisition. The procedure involved the tracking of
the “center of the heart” in serial projection images
using an algorithm which is called “diverging
square”. Each projection image realigned in the x-y
plane so that the heart center conformed to the
projected position of a fixed point in space.
B. Feng et al. (22) estimated the rigid-body motion
from three-dimensional images using a center-ofmass points approach. The authors presented an
analytical method for the estimation of rigid-body
motion in sets of three-dimensional SPECT and
PET slices. This method utilized mathematically
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defined generalized center-of-mass points in
images, requiring no segmentation. It can be applied
for compensation of the rigid-body motion in both
SPECT and PET, once a series of 3D tomographic
images are available. The authors generalized the
formula for the center-of-mass to obtain a family of
points co-moving with the object's rigid-body
motion. From the family of possible points the
authors chose the best three points which result in
the minimum root-mean-square difference between
images as the generalized center-of-mass points for
use in estimating motion.
Marker Techniques
Guido Germano et al. (23) detected the patient
motion in dynamic and static myocardial SPECT
using 99m-Tc point source marker. The authors
developed a method for the detection and correction
of translational patient motion in myocardial
SPECT studies. The method used a low activity
99m-Tc point source. The source's centroid
coordinates were measured or derived for all
projection images in a temporal frame. The
coordinate curves fitted to predicted distributions
and the projection images shifted to realign with the
fitted values, with sub-pixel accuracy.
Data-Base
Techniques

or

Reconstruction

Algorithm

Patient motion in SPECT also can be detected and
estimated by comparing from the measured
projection with the projections generated from
reconstruction. Several approaches were developed
with this method.
B. F. Hutton et al. (24) developed a 3-D
reconstruction/registration algorithm for correction
of head motion in emission tomography. A fully
three-dimensional (3-D) algorithm was proposed by
the authors that estimates the patient motion based
on the projection of motion-corrupted data, with
incorporation of motion information within
subsequent
ordered-subset
expectationmaximization sub-iterations. N Jianying Li et al.
(25) proposed an approach with three-dimensional
filtered back projection (FBP) reconstruction
algorithm in fan-beam SPECT to correct for axial
motion (both translation and rotation). The authors
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applied a one dimensional filter kernel to the
projections. Hanno Schumacher et al. (26)
developed a algorithm for combined reconstruction
and motion correction in SPECT imaging. This
unique method was purely based on the measured
SPECT data and therefore belongs to the datadriven motion correction algorithm class.
Bing Feng et al (27) introduced a unique method for
estimation of 6-degree-of-freedom (6-dof) rigidbody patient motion from projection data by the
principal-axes method in iterative reconstruction.
The authors developed the method for estimating
and compensating rigid-body translations and
rotations from scatter and attenuation-compensated
projection data in iterative reconstruction when
multiple projection angles were acquired at the
same time. Both the non-attenuated and attenuated
line-integrals were calculated during reconstruction.
The data driven motion correction (DDMC) which
deals with a full 3D rigid-body motion that occurs
between projections is a different approach which
was performed by Andre Z. Kyme (28,29). The
DDMC approach is applied on comparison of
measured and estimated projection data. The
reconstruction estimate is updated with the relevant
projections using the ordered-subsets expectation
maximization (OSEM) algorithm. OSEM allow
initial reconstructed estimates to be updated with
additional projection information. The procedure
repeats until all projection pairs have been
incorporated consistently into the reconstruction.
Andre Z. Kyme et al (28, 29) introduced the datadriven motion correction method. The authors
implemented this method for motion correction in
brain SPECT. Data-driven detection and correction
of motion was achieved by comparison of acquired
data with the forward projections. This enables the
brain locations to be estimated and data to be
correctly incorporated in a three-dimensional (3-D)
reconstruction algorithm. Authors performed the
digital and physical Hoffman phantom experiments
to explore practical aspects of this approach.
KJ Lee et al. (30) developed an iterative method to
correct axial and tangential patient motion occurring
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during tomographic acquisition. The method uses
axial images reconstructed from the uncorrected
projection images, which are then forward projected
to form a basis for registering the original planar
images and, in the process, directly seeking to
establish a consistent data set. This method can be
applied to all SPECT scans including myocardial
and brain SPECT. It was demonstrated that the
method is capable of detecting and quantitatively
correcting for complex motion in both axial and
tangential directions. The phantom experiments
result showed excellent resolution and contrast
recovery after simulated movement in both the axial
and tangential directions and initial results with
clinical data sets are encouraging.
DISCUSSIONS
In this work, we have reviewed the motion detection
methods in SPECT from different motion
estimation systems proposed by different authors.
We have noted that several authors used the motion
tracking system to detect the motion using different
types of external device. These included the multicamera visual-tracking system, retro-reflective
markers, optical camera, neural networking, chargecoupled device (CCD) camera, different types of
marker etc. These types of motion detection
methods are very effective but the main problem is
that for the detection the motion, spare parts or
hardware was used and the process was lengthy.
However, these are very popular methods for
detection motion in SPECT and a lot of authors
have done work with external device to solve
motion problem. In data base or internal motion
detection system, several authors proposed various
methods to detect patient motion. These include the
cross-correlation method, reprojection technique,
frame to frame correlation method with
sinogram/linogram techniques and data driven
methods. Several authors also proposed some
algorithm for estimation of motion and correction.
Both external and internal base methods are
effective for motion detection.
CONCLUSION
It is therefore observed from the works reviewed in
this paper that a general theme is the use of
increasingly sophisticated software and existing
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advanced hardware, and that the field of motion
detection and correction in SPECT is very open to
future novel ideas (hardware, and especially
software) aimed at improving motion detection,
characterization and compensation.
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